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The major objective of this survey is to describe and evaluate curren

policies, activities, operations, taffing; and use of the TWX Sys am by

the Indiana State Library and the four state Diversity libraries.

from a total of eighteenData was collected by the interview method

employees; each of whom were actively involved in

of the five institutions visited. Five employees

f this number three wereIndiana State Library.

clerical level employees. One librarian, an office supervisor, and three

were interviewed at Indiana University for a total

one of the ILL/TWX offices

were interviewed at the

librarians and two were

clerical level employees

of five. One librarian and one clerical each were interviewed at Indiana State

University. Ball State and Purdue University each provided one professional

and two clerical employees for the interviews. More background information

concerning individuals and their input into this study be found in a

detailed account of the interviews in Appendix A.

An extensive questionnaire (provided, in Appendix B) was as a guide

for all interviews. It should be noted that not every question applied to

all institutions nor to all employees within a given institution. The

questionnaire wan used merely as a topical guide to elicit comments, complaints,

Append,xes were not supplied with
this document because they were
confidential and for the internal
use of the Indiana State Library.



praise, and other remarks relevant to the overall ILL/TWX system and operation.

At this point,

network is operatin

general overall comments are in order. The TWX

sonably veil for the four state university librc

At no time, did any university employee give any kind of direct or indirect

indication that a major ILL/TWX crisis existed or was in the making between

or among the respective institutions. However, this is not to say that every-

one has a clear picture of the current objectives, eventual direction, and

outcome of the TWX network and its operation at the university level within

the State of Indiana and the surrounding region. In any case, past action

among the four state university libraries indicates that as ILL/TWX problems

arose, steps were taken to arrive at a satisfactory, although not necessarily

optimum, solution. Further, and unlike the public libraries, the ILL /'1X

offices of these four institutions do not depend heavily upon the State Library

for either leadership or service. Rather, they look to one another, as well

other major lending libraries outside the State of Indiana for materials

which are largely theoretical, scholarly, or esoteric in nature.

The outlook is somewhat more clouded as one assesses the role of the

Indiana State Library in the ILL/TWX network system. Overall, there appears

to be a lack of leadership and explicit objectives which the Indiana State

Library could be implementing on some sort of time frame; thereby, providing

direction for the development of the ILL/TWX network in the State of Indiana

over the next several years. This situation is especially crucial from the

public library point of view.

rurther explanation of this point. is in order at this time. First, the

desire for the State Library to initiate a major leadership role was expressed

by many of the key personnel interviewed in both public and university libr

Second, there are several national trends which point to the necessity for
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State Libraries to assume leadership roles in ILL/T.7 development in terms

of establishing policy and priorities of objectives.

any state libraries throughout the country have initiated. sponsored

studies of their own particular network systems Oklah , Texas, and New

York are excellent examples. The New York State Library, Division of Library

Development, sponsored a study of unfilled interlibrary loan requests in the

New York State Interlibrary Loan network (NYSILL). In this study, Ellis,
,1

at al. (1970) found that most of the requests in their sample came into the

New York State Library from public libraries.

The Association of Research Libraries also has sponsored several stu

of interlibrary loan distribution systems, cost studies of interlibrary

loans, etc.

Palmour, et al. (1971)2 projected a 50 percent increase in interlibrary

loans over the next five years. Further, they found that the larger academic

libraries had almost a three to one lending /borrc ring ratio and that it was

not at all uncommon for ratios to be as him as ten to one. Thus, they con-

cluded that the reciprocal agreement concept was creating a disservice for

the larger academic libraries.

urrently, Westat Inc. (1972 again contracted with ARL to do a study

entitled, "A Feasibility Study of an Improved Interlibrary Loan System for

Academic Libraries through the Determination of an Equitable Borrowing Fee

System and the Development of a National Periodical Resource Center". Certain

1. R. A. Ellis, S. K. Thomson, and J. Weiss. A St
Interlibrary Loan Requests in the NYSILL System (Washin on, D.C.: Nelson
Association, Inc., 170 pp. 1

2. V. E. Palmour, E. C. Bryant, N. W. Caldwell, and L. M. Grey. A Study
of the Characteristics Costs and Magnitude of Interlib Loans in Academic
Libraries, Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Publishing Co., 19-2 PP. 1-5.

3. Proposal to Association of Research Libraries by Westat, Inc. to Study
an Improved Interlibrary Loan System for Academic Libraries through the Deter-
mination of an Equitable Borrowing Fee System and the Development of a National
Periodicals Resource Center, October 18, 1972.



statements from this proposal appear to be critical, first, for public libraries

who depend heavily upon the .services provided by various ILL TgX networks and,

second, for state libraries and the leadership role they are likely to play

future ILL /Tv X development. Hopefully the quotes from the Wes at proposal,

which follow have not been taken too far out of context to be meaningful.

...There is a tendency for interlibrary loan borrowers to auto-
matically send the i'! reouests to certain larger libraries. This
places an undue burden on these relatively few major libraries,
and results in long delays in obtaining material for patrons.

Clearly, same revisions in the existing interlibrary loan
system are needed. There is a growing concern among librarians
that the solution to the interlibrary loan problem should be
sought on a national level.,.

The whole library community is involved in interlibrary loan
activities. An improved interlibrary system should benefit
public, school and special libraries as well as academic libraries.
Recent economic pressures on all types of libraries have increased
the need of cooperation at several levels. Libraries are being
faced with publie,demands to be more relevant to the current needs
of our society...4

The need exists for screening of loans at the state level.
An example of a simple system with restrictions might be a.s follows:

1. All loan requests originating within a state by
libraries wi' collections of 1,000,000 es or
less would h.re to go through the state library
before entering the national system.

2. For large libraries with collections exceeding 1,000,000
volumes, direct entry into the national system would be
available.

A workable fee system would be established for the
national system.5

Thus, perhaps some small part of the source for discontent from univer-

sity libraries within the State of Indiana lies in the lending to borrowing

ratio they are experiencing.

Sunma of Findings

All of the indiviaials interviewed in the State Library and the four

state university libraries (as in the previous survey and interview con-

ducted in twelve public libraries) were quite cooperative and most did their

4. rbid, p. 2.
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best to provide as much information as possible during the intern ion_ ,

Again, many went out of their way to provide information about their library,

their clientele, and their library ; ervicc philos phy, Most reported. t

general reactions to the ILL/TWX system and some made specific recommendations

concerning policies and procedures_ Their comments, reactions, and recommen-

dations are summarized in the paragraphs which follow.

There was little concern -xpressed by most individuals intervieworT con-

cerning the quality of the training they hrd received. Most felt they could

handle their particular job using their present level of training. However,

a few did express interest in topics such as searching, knowledge of biblio-

graphies, foreign languages and procedures used in other networks.

perhaps one reason whir most individuals expressed little concern

additional training was the perceived nature of the task each performs. Of

those respondents who work with ILL TWX on a day-to-day basis, most felt

that their job was fairly routine and that cmce basic procedures were learned

little else was needed. In fact, most could list in sequence the tasks they

performed on a day-to-day basis, as well as, the approximate time required

for each task.

Searching and. finding elusive requests were the activities most indivi-

duals performed in relation to their ILL TWX job. Clerical tasks such as

typing and filing were disliked most.

Most respondents felt the work load in their office was fairly hectic

although there were occasional lulls but never enough to merit a reduction

of staff or consideration of other duties.

Most individuals worked with tasks that were "theirs" fr to

finish. A few felt that some of the office tasks were easier than others

but for the most part all tasks seemed to be about equal. Also, the majority



not particularly interested in moving to other jobs within the office.

with few exceptions, the State Library, most seemed to be happy with .r.1.1u

work they were doing. Many ell that t their rc pc ctive ILL/V4X

office had been streamlined as much as possible although several individual6

reque=tc' that tho collection of statistics be revised or eliminated. There

was strong agreemen% among nearly all respondents that they had a definite

sense of accomplishment and felt that their activities were providingan

important service to their respective qtitution and community.

Responses to .salary were about as expected. Most librarians felt that

their salary was "about right" while most clerical employees felt their

salary was definitely too low, especially considering the cork load which th

had to handle.

Most of the I TWX offices operate on a stand -d 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

work day. However, the ¶X machines generally are turned on 24 hours a day.

Working conditions in most offices seemed to be less than adequate. More

often than not the space was inadequate and the office was noisy and crowded

with an overall lack of privacy. In addition, these offices frequently were

located some distance from the necessary bibliographic tools. Hopefully,

these conditions will be improved at both Ball State and Indiana State where

new library buildings are being constructed.

The heavy work load, location of bibliographic tools, and location

shipping departments in relation to the ILL/ TTX office creates a physica

taxing situation for many of the employees. C unication among staff within

ILL/TWX office generally is quite good. In all offices, there appeared to

be little or no duplication of effort or "buck passing". Overall, the morale

was high and the mood within each office was relaxed even though the pace

was generally hectic.



Most respondents believed that personnel of other ILL TWX offices were

doing their "fair share" of the work. There was a feeling that, "Our office

must keep up our part of the bargain."

Several changes were=.sere recom mended by many of the personnel. The Indiana

State Library ILL/TWX personnel recommended a re-write of the policy and

procedures manual, work shops to inform users and DIX operators, Improvements

in verification procedures, improvements in communication with centers and

satellites, and development of a coordinated collection building policy to

name just a few. UniverSity ILL / TWX personnel also recommended that reference

and bibliographic tools be located near their office, methods of statistical

collection be revised, more help provided during peak rush periods, sprocket

paper be used on the machines, etc. This is a list of commonly expressed

changes of needs which were recommended. It is by no means exhaustive.

The support of the local library administration was considered to be

quite good, although, communication between a particular ILL/TX office and

the administration of that library was not always optimal.

Most of those who were interviewed were not aware of how costs were

charged or how services rendered were credited. Of those who had considered

this question about half were for charging costs and about half were against

the idea. Few had really seriously considered the problem although several

were aware of the four state university inter- institutional library service

agreement. This was the sole contractual arrangement mentioned by the

respondents. Few suggestions were forthcoming concerning the financing of the

ILL TWX offices. Several individuals stated that their particular office

was understaffed, but no one could envision arw unique method for solvin

budgetary problems.

The State Library does not serve or borrow directly from branch or de =t-



mental libraries. In the universities, the story is nt. Most the

university library ILL/TWX offices borrow departmental

libraries. At Purdue, there appear to be several difficulties with this

sg ncnt, mainly due to the large numbar of departmental libraries. How-

eve , the other three universities reported no 711,212r problems in terms of

st-rving the departmental libraries, although a departmental library generally

delays the filling of a request by at least one day. Several felt that the

departmental libraries shipped out much more than they received for their

orts and occasionally there is departmental faculty pressure against ILL.

Overall, departmental libraries seem to cooperate reasonably well and rmo

university library systems provide courier service of some sort between the

departmentals and the ILL/TWX office.

Those interviewed reported few if any communication problems ith other

institutions in the state. Indiana State University did report that some

minor problems had existed earlier with Purdue, however, this has improved.

Also, there were the usual complaints of busy lines.

Only one special service and one special program were reported as being

related to the TWX network. The Indiana State Library provides see TWX

service for several State Governmental Agencies, d Indiana University has a

special program called PROBE which will c'e h ERIC documents. This is done

in cooperation with the Indiana University School of Education.

When asked what snore the Indiana State Library could do for their partic-

ular ILL TWX office, most respondents requested that the State Library improve

their verification techn1ques. Indiana University added that, "The State

Library doesn't know our problems nor the volume of work we do." They men-

tioned that they sssay need two machines in the near future. Other requests

to the State Library were, "send paper olls and. tape prompt "improve



t:;pin and follow standard .11; II
qu,_sts -sent to us by the Stay

don't fit the description of our collection"; and "the State Library's bat

average is only abcut 50% for us". Finally th -s a request for simplifi-

cation of statistical collection procedures.

Most all respondents rated the cooperation between the various university

libraries as good to excellent. Many believed the State Library was doing

its best under the circumstances.

There is mixed feeling concerning publicity. Most agree that publicity

has been low-keyed to nonexistent. However, this is agreeable with many cf

the ILL/TWX offices. In their opinion, the ILL /T offices are nearing -Qv.-

upper limits of work output unless procedures are changed or more staff is

added.

Special groups served by the State Library ILL/TWX office include State

Governmental Agencies, ISTA, and area hospitals. Indiana University serves

rum' and the Medical School extensively. Roque =I often are fox

materials to meet course requirements for many of the new programs instituted

by IUPUI. They may request government documents, dissertations, and older

research reports and articles.

Perhaps the "batting average" for requests filled is low because patrons

cannot find the msterials or adequae substitutes in their own library at

the outset. Thus, requests often are not filled because they are for popular

materials not yet released by the publisher, they are uncommon or rare docu-

ments, other patrons may want the same materials, they are non-circulating

or rot held, they are missing, th y do not fit the National ILL code, etc.

Also, the collection of any given library cannot be specialized in all areas.

Thus, poor judgement may be used time and again in the selection of libraries

to receive requests. Several requests arrive which simply do not fit the



profile of that particular library.

Most libraries reported that they received few subject requests.

ever, they tried to handle all subject requests locally which they did receive.

Rarely, if ever, were subject requests sent on to other libraries. The State

Library and In University Library seemed to handle more subject requests

than the libraries in the other threE. institutions.

The overwhelming majority of those interviewed felt a Union Catalog woul

be of significant value to the ILL/TWX offices. A few others felt that sane

of the more basic and less expensive problems should be solved first before

initiating a project of such magnitude.

The likelihood of predicting success for obtaining materials for any

given request received mixed reaction. Most felt they could not readily

predict whether an outgoing request would be filled. They felt their chanc

were better for predicting success or failure for incoming requests. Other

factors which affect the likelihood of obtaining any given material are:

subject field; date of material; schol :rly level or degree of specialization;

quFlity of request, i.e., aceuracy, verification, completeness cf references,

etr.; and type of patron, i.e. business man, professor, undergraduate,

graduate student, etc.

There was a general feeling among those who supervised the various

ILL/TWX programs that there was a pressing need for cooperative acquisition

and cataloging policies within the State of Indiana. Simply stated, the

State of Indiana, let alone every institutional library, cannot afford to buy

everything.

Near ly all those interviewed worked exclusively with the ILL/TWX program,

either locally with day-to-day routines or on a state-wide coordinating/advisory

basis.
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In general, the procedural methods used for sending /receiving requests

did not vary according to either type of request or patron. Exceptions noted

are as follows: For rush materials, a library is often contacted via SIJVON,

i.e., telephone. Medical requests receive high priority while undergraduate

students receive low priority. Handling of requests vary, depending on

whether it is a subject request or whether material for a request will be

zeroed or loaned directly.

No one reported the extensive use of any locally prepared formal ILL / TWX

policy. When a need for policy did arise, most turned to the Indiana ILL/TWX

policy manual or the ALA code.

Of the librarians interviewed, very in favor of allowing public

libraries to enter the net o k directly. Most felt that State Library provided

essential screening of the requests and without this effort the volume of

requests would become too great for the university libraries to handle without

adding staff. Most of those who were in favor of allowing public libraries

to contact university libraries directly were clerical staff.

All of the ILL/TWX offices keep records of both requests sent

received- Most ply they prpare the request in duplicate on a standardized

fo t card. These requests then may be filed by library, i.e. where they

were sent or where they originated; by date; by branch or departmental library

loaning materials etc. Also, this data is generally kept and used later for

statistical reports. A few of the ILL/TWX offices are developing card files

which designate where requests were sent and the result of the transaction,

i.e., "hit" or -hit'. As these card files expand, they become quite valuable

to the ILL/TWX personnel who sent out the requests. One potential problem

which could arise from the success of the card file system is that libraries

which provide a "high hit rate" will continue to receive an increasing proportion



of the requesk, their reward CT good service might well be an
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increasing burden of incoming requests.

Only one respondent felt the current statistical forms presented no problem.

Most felt that the forms were very complicated, hard to understand and that

the data sent in by Fal libraries was not comparable, e. , people seem to be

counting and interpreting differently. There was a general feeling that the

State Library must determine what is really needed, specify this in detail

that all understand, and then provide a sizaplified and standardized form

so that the data collected in the future can be compared.

Lack of proper or complete verification seems to be a major problem.

Generally, the ILL TWX offices do not verify incoming requests unless a pa

ular request must be sent on to another library. Also, incoming requests may

be verified if they arrived unverified or if the material proves to be difficult

to find.

Nearly all respondents reported that out-going requests were verified

completely or as nearly as possible depending on the particular situation.

Yet, many reported that requests arrived poorly verified. Specifically, there

seems to be a misunderstanding concerning verification procedures between the

librarians and the TWX operators in the State Library ILL TWX office. Further

evidence of this misunderstanding was presented by the ILL/ TWX personnel in

all four state university libraries.

The State Library does not contact libraries outside th State of Indiana

by TWX because doing so would be oustide the bounds of the contractual arrange-

ment of the project. Most librarians were aware of this arrangement, yet

most clerical staff interviewed had no idea why the State Library did not use

TWX across state boundaries. However, universities do use their TWX machines

to contact out-of-state institutions, particularly, if they fail to get a



satic facto r response to a rogues in- state.

There was almost unanimous agreement among respondents that their local

collection was thoroughly checked before a request was cent to another library.

Further, all seemed willing to serve patrons from other libraries. P ew, if

any, concerns were expressed about serving "outside" patrons at the expense.

of "local" patrons

It is likely that a specific list of materials could be generated which

mould not be found within the State of Indiana. However, in broad general

terms, the ILL/TWX offices reported that they tend to go outside the State

for: dissertations, foreign materials, newspapers from other regions, medical

materials, authors from a given state, and publications of other governmental

agencies.

It appears that the largest volume of regional campus ILL requests origi-

nate through a regional campus library and are sent by ALA/ILL form to the

main campus. Then, unfilled requests from regional campuses may be sent on

to the State Library or other university libraries. It is probable that only

a few regional campus patrons turn to a local public library for ILL /'I

requests. Those that do, with few exceptions, hold undergraduate student

status. For the most part, the relationship, and the library service provided,

bewteen a main campus and its regional campuses appears to be rather good.

The response was mixed as to what might happen if regional campuses were

allowed to enter the ILL TWX system directly. Many felt that, overall, the

effects would not be bad for the campuses currently are being served anyway.

The cost for the projected improved efficiency would be the need for more

ILL TWX personnel in certain libraries. The State Library, for one, would

Moat surely feel the effects of such a change in policy through an increased

work load.



The ILL/TUX offices strive for one-day service. This is not always

possible in busy or rush times. Also, materials may be missing, non-circulating,

in use, or difficult to locate, i.e., theses. A large university library is

most complex, and often several individuals are involved in filling any given

request, i.e., ILL/TWX personnel, reference, departmental or branch personnel,

courier s r vee, addressing, and shipping (often by fourth class

Overall, no consistent pattern of serious delays is evident. The ILL TUX

offices report;generall good response for most of the requests which they

send out. Sometimes there are delays caused by the nature of the material

requested or the mail service. Generally f a library has the material and

is willing to send it, no verbal, written, or TWX response is sent to the

library which requested the material. The library merely receives the re-

quested material a few days later via nail. If a request cannot be filled,

the requesting library generally will be notified by the same method by which

the request was received, i.e., mail, Tv, phone. It may be a matter of

hours, days, or weeks before libraries recontact one another concerning un-

filled requests. This variance is created by the nature of the request; the

patron; the location, i.e., out-of-state vs. in-state requests; work load;

etc. The same library that received an original request is almosc always

recontacted before the request is sent on to another library. The policy

followed by most ILL/TWX offices is that three different libraries will be con-

tacted before the search for any given request is terminated.

Most personnel reported that they were "familiar" with the TWX guidelines.

However, with the high turnover of staff, there are often; personnel in some

phase of training. Generally, university ILL/TWX personnel believe the

guidelines to be adequate while librarians that work with the ILL TWX program

in the State Library believe the guidelines must be updated in terms of policy
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and procedures. Sher, a copy of the guidelines can be found in most

ILL TWX offices. Only Purdue personnel report they are not aware of the

guidelines and as far as they can determine, a copy of the guidelines is not

availaule.

No one expressed concern or felt that any institutional library was

"overtaxing" the TLL/TWX system. Personal messages occasionally are sent

over the TUX system. However, this activity is neither common nor consistent

and currently presents to real problem.

The ILL /TAX personnel of the State Library generally felt the system could

be improved by: increased communication through newsletters, training work-

shops, meetings, etc. They felt that this, plus revision of the policy and

procedures manual, might help end frustration at the operator level. Further,

they suggested that a coordinated selection and acquisition policy be considered;

that the centers be re-examined to insure that they truly are operating as

centers; that consideration be given to Ming from center to center; that

needs for staff in centers be reviewed; and that a professional librarian be

appointed as supervisor of the Indiana State Library TUX office with further

responsibilities in the area of state -wide coordination of the TWX program.

The ILL TWX personnel in the various state university libraries believe

the system could be improved conducting workshops in the centers

improving communication with the State Library; being sensitive to the problem

of high turnover of staff; avoiding the State Library ("they don't verify");

simplifying statistics; reviewing machine supply need, i.e., sprocket paper,

encouraging out-of-state replies by TWX; snd.by improving publicity especially

for state governmental agencies (let them know what services libraries can

provide).

Fin01111 a few complaints were received concerning busy T lines, but
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overall, in terms of hardware, the system a

Recommendations

H

to be quite reliable.

efully, the following recommendations will assist in making further

improvements in the Indiana ILL/TWX system. The reconmiendstions are made on

the basis of the commonts stated in the above summary of findings as well as

general impressions derived from the interviews.

1. Provision of Leadership. A librarian should be assigned

responsibility for supervising the ILL/TWX activities

within the Indiana State Library. Further, this librarian

should direct tr.. planning of policy and coordinate the

procedural activities of the ILL TWX system on a state-wide

basis. Thus, this person should chair the advisory committee

for ILL TWX functions within the State of Indiana. Further,

this individual should be given the responsibility and au-

thority to

advise on national and state trends, i.e.,

network policy and procedures;

interpret feedback and data emanating

the profession;

c. provide leadership and direction of ILL TWX

policy within the State of Indiana;

d. oversee the development of procedures which

effectively and efficiently nterpret policy

at all levels, e., satellites, centers; uni-

versities, State Library and libraries from non-

member institutions.
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State -wide Communi ation. Communication with IT,T, sta

at other institutions is always critical. All staff concerned

be aware of policy and procedures which apply directly

indirectly to their job-related activities. Perhaps achievement

of this goals can be accomplished through decentralized meetings

at library centers, use of educational 7 greaii.. of a self-

instructional nature, workshops, a newsletter, etc. Training

will be an ever-present problem particularly due to the high rate

of staff turnover. Thus, training concerning ILL TWX policies

and procedures should utilize a self-instructional, self-paced,

packaged presentation format.

Update Policy and Procedural Manuals, Many states have recently

revised their manuals and have clarified precisely the objectives

of their various ILL/TWX systPmq. The State Library should

revise both the policy and procedures manuals into one updated

version. ILL /aWX Manuals from other states should be reviewed

in this process. (Perhaps by instituting the above recommendations,

some of the frustration many of the TWX operators have expressed

will be relieved.)

4. Verification. The apparent problem of verification in the ILL / TWX

office of the State Library needs to be examined. Are requests

leaving the State Library unverified? Do the TWX operators at

the State Library understand policies and procedures concerning

verification? Are bibliographic tools readily available? Samples

or "spot checks" might be taken from work being processed by the

ILL/TWX office to determine the quality of verification of the many

requests which are being sent out from the State Library,



Statistics. Again, the reporting form d methodology of

collection should be examined to insure that only information

vital to the promotion, operation, and evaluation of the

ILL/TUX system be gathered. FUrther, those that gather the

data should understand exactly what they are expected to

collect, when they are to collect it, and how it should be

presented. This will help insure that comparable and usable

data are used-in later analysis and interpretation. Also, the

feasibility of collecting h data by some automated process

should be studied.

6. Collection Coordination. Study the feasibility of establishing

cooperative selection, acquisition and cataloging policies

within the State of Indiana, especially for public librar

Collection Profile. Develop a short publication for distri-

bution to the ILL/TWX offices of the centers and university

libraries which describes the particular strengths of s

major lending libraries within the State. Perhaps this form

of publication would help improve the hit ratio. Also, study how

the card file of the ILL/TWX office at the State Library is being

utilized. Is it penalizing libraries which have the reputation

for excellent hit rates by increasing the burden of requests

which they receive?

8. Costing. If national ILL/TUX trends continue, the dilemma of

charging costs may have to be solved some time in the near future.

Study the direct and indirect costs incurred by centers, univer-

sities, and the State Library for processing ILL/TWX transactions.

Also, the staffing needs of the various ILL/TWX offices could be



studied at the same time.

Publicity. Consider what future benefits (both financially

and politically) the State Library might derive from increased

publicity among the various state governmental agencies. They

need to be aware

provide.

__ the various services a State Library can

10. Bibliographic Tools. Encourage the placement of key biblio-

graphic tools .near the ILL/TWX offices of libraries which process

a large number of requests on a daily basis.

11. Major Changes. Any major change i.e., TWXing from center to

center, regional campuses entering network directly, courier

service between major libraries such as Indiana University

and the State Library, etc.; first should be instituted on a

pilot or experilental basis. insure study of the

change to judge its effectiveness.

Finally, consider again: That were the objectives when the system

was first established? Are they adequate? d Are these objectives

presently being met? Perhaps, by this means, the ILL/TWX system can be

improved to provide strong service of a comprehensive nature on a variety

of subjects to the citizens of Indiana through all libraries.

The authors would like to thank Dr. M. K. Buckland, Assistant Director

for Technical Processing, Libraries and Audio-Visual Center, Purdue Univer-

sity, for his suggestions and recommendations contained on the following

page.



Feb ruary 19, 1973

Further notes on TWX ILL

Reculiiwendation number three (page 17) also--
Ask all staff involved to review existing policies and pro-
cedUT-a manuals and submit suggestions to the State Library
in writing. This should:

a. Help educate them
b. Pinpoint needed improvements
c. Be good for morale.

Recommendation number five (page 18) also--
". . and why it is being collected" also should be made
clear to those who gather statistics.

New Reconendations

A. If COBICIL develops along the lines of OCLC, then the equipment
used for TWX probably will be superseded by equipment used, for
COBICIL. Further, the accumulation of catalog records accessible
from each center will be providing an on-line union catalog
facilitYp therefore, the State Library should ensure that the
Project Director and the Task Force are familiar with the Indiana
TLL f TWX system and the two reports.

The TWX system should be ready to take advantage of the union
list of serials as soon as available.

The State Library should consider setting certain bibliographic
standards for public libraries. Those public libraries which
meet the standards would be Olowed to borrow by TWX, those that
do not meet standards would not. These standards would be
enforced especitaiy with the centers.
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